This is how we build
your home.
Here’s the whole picture,
from the ground up.

newgenerationhomes.com.au
@newgenerationhomes
@newgenerationhomes

The New Generation
wants choice.
And that’s what we’re giving you with the different methods we use
to build your home. Upskill yourself with our quick-fire facts so you’re
in the driver’s seat when it comes to making a decision on which
method fits your values best.

Exclusive to
Summit
Homes Group

BrickHybrid is exactly what it sounds like; a hybrid! A combination of brickwork (on the outside)
and steel frames made from TRUECORE® steel + insulation (on the inside), so you really get
the best of both worlds. BrickHybrid has the best thermal performance of all three methods,
keeping you warmer in winter and cooler in summer. Another plus is BrickHybrid homes offer
the best results in regards to sound-proofing your ears to noise pollution. So if the neighbour’s
having a big one, you won’t need to hear every last detail.
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Steel Framed
A steel framed home is also known as fully-framed. We use steel trusses and wall frames
made from TRUECORE® steel, and this method of construction is the second-best
in terms of thermal performance so we highly recommend it. Whilst this method
is relatively new and shiny in WA, the East Coast market has been employing this
method for decades.

Primeline external cladding
Steel frame
Insulation

Plasterboard

External brick
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Plaster or
plasterboard

Double Brick
Double brick (or brick cavity) is two layers of bricks and the most traditional building
method of the three that we offer. Double brick doesn’t rate as highly in terms
of thermal benefits as our two steel options, but offers decent acoustic properties
(blocking out noise). The double brick method has been tried and tested for a long
time now and is a safe bet, but due to innovations in steel construction, the industry
is slowly moving away from this method.
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Thermal properties
What is this and why does it matter? It’s all about energy efficiency and building you an air-tight home.
This means limited small gaps for air to sneak in or leak from. Summit Homes Group have invested in
years of testing (and smart people) to ensure our homes are built and sealed as required – in fact, our
homes are 51% better than the national average*. We really are leading the charge with our thermal
efficiencies and are currently the only WA builder to undergo such extensive R&D in this field.
What does this mean for you?

• Thermal comfort – a warmer, comforting home in winter which is cooler in the summer months.
• Energy use – you’ll cut right down on the usage of your air-conditioning systems as the air won’t
be escaping your home. That means your power bills stay under budget. New Generation Homes
use 15% less energy compared to the national average.
• Healthy homes – improved air quality and humidity control.
• Reduced creepy crawlies - limited little gaps for these suckers to get in through.
• Less noise – the sounds of life happening, like parties and late nights do escape through the
openings in your home. The way we build means we keep the noise sealed in.
Our Design and Construction teams work very closely with the industry experts in improving the
energy efficiencies in homes around Australia, that’s how we have such great results. So, where there
are pipes and lights, we seal around those openings. We also make sure there are seals around each
window, check all the cornices sit flush and use retractable exhaust fans to keep the air in.
The graph below shows how the different methods stack up against each other in terms
of thermal resistance. The higher the R-Value the more effectively the temperature of your home
will remain consistent.
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Testing conducted by Living Building Solutions. Product R-values are based on NCC Vol 1 2016.
* = CSIRO Study 2016 - Measuring buildings - Air tightness of new house construction
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Acoustic properties
The acoustic properties of a home are measured in decibel (dB) and essentially determine how
effective the building method is at blocking out sound. Independent testing has found that the
difference in sound reduction between our BrickHybrid, steel framed and double brick construction
is minimal. Meaning, they’re all good! We just want to explain the differences between them.
The Estimated Sound Reduction Index measures how much a structure (in this case a home) blocks
out sound. So, the higher the rating, the more sound it blocks out. Below you can see just how
minimal the differences are between our three building methods.
PS. The difference between all methods is the sound of rustling leaves.
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Testing conducted by Lloyd George Acoustics May 2019.
Specification Number: 19014793-01.

Now that you have all of the facts you
can make an informed decision on
which building method is best for you.
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The strength of steel
Every New Generation home has a roof constructed using TRUECORE® steel, with all roof trusses
being engineered and assembled in our Backbone Steel factory in Myaree.
TRUECORE® steel is strong and offers design flexibility, allowing us to build steel truss roofs and steel
wall frames to the highest standard for our clients.
Just a few benefits:
• 	TRUECORE® steel is strong and durable so it won’t shrink, twist or warp over time
• 	100% termite and borer resistant while also being insecticide free
• 	Greater design capabilities can be achieved because of the true, straight lines and impressive
strength-to-weight ratio
• 	TRUECORE® steel won’t catch fire or burn and may help you achieve the standards required
for building in even the most severely rated flame zone
• 	Steel is recyclable making it the building material with the future in mind
As well as being efficient and fast to install, steel really has it all! We also use TRUECORE® steel
to construct steel wall frames for our BrickHybrid and steel framed construction methods.
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Our building techniques
When you build with New Generation Homes, you benefit from the 40 years’
of construction experience Summit Homes Group has. Your home will be built
with professionals who offer the perfect balance between the latest trade techniques
and the more traditional approaches.

Finishes
• When rendered, we use external cornice
for our homes, creating a clean and finished look
on the outside as well as the inside.
• Render is applied before roof construction
commences and glazing is installed. As the glass
for the windows is installed last, there’s less chance
of render splatter which causes the glass to get
scratched or damaged.
• We also complete the rendering before the gutters
are installed, we are fussy with the details which
means you enjoy less mess and a nicer finish.

Site Proud
•	
Our team pride themselves on site cleanliness and
safety. This attracts quality tradespeople who enjoy
working on a clean and organised site, showing
respect to your future neighbours and ultimately
reflects our reputation for premium quality.
• Between three and five site cleans are conducted at predetermined stages including
slab preparation, structural walls complete and lock up. Daily interim cleans are also
conducted and in addition to the 10m3 waste bin, wire cages are installed at each site
for fly away rubbish. So yeah, we take the cleaning up very seriously! + the list

goes on!

Your Construction Supervisor will keep you in the loop at every
stage with regular build updates via your @Home Customer Portal
and you’ll be given their contact details during the build!
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Build with WA’s
Project Builder
of the Year
Every builder talks about great customer service,
excellence in construction and design, and value for
money but who do you believe? Awards help to show
you who is excelling in categories of excellence as
they are judged by WA building industry experts and
concerntrate on the quality of home as well as customer
service. Our priority is to give you the best experience.
As we’re proudly powered by Summit Homes Group,
we are just a bit excited to let you know that we’re the
current Project Builder of the year, as recognised by
the Master Builders Association (MBA). Also, we were
awarded Professional Major Builder of the year for 2020,
by the Housing Industry Association (HIA).

Our Senior Construction Supervisors and Construction Manager
on site at a steel framed home.
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